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Module Description: The Ocean is the blue heart of planet Earth and what allows us to
survive on this planet. Having a better understanding of how important the Ocean is in our daily
lives help us as humans to understand how we need to take care of it better. The module can be
delivered as a whole over ten 1 hour lessons, combination with the Problem to Pitch Marine Plastic
Waste module or as individual lesson plans to augment existing programmes of study.
Lesson 1: Introduction to Ocean Literacy – Understanding our connection with the ocean is vital
to create strong links and passion for environmental stewardship. This lesson aims to increase the
awareness of the ocean’s impact on us, and our impact on the ocean.
Lesson Resources include: Active listening task ‘Sea change – Increasing Ocean Literacy; Pretask Quiz Connections; Pre Task Quiz cards; Video Link
Lesson 2: Ocean Connection and Positive Action - It is staggering to think about how our
actions impact the ocean everyday. This lesson aims to show learners the direct consequence that
a simple negative action can have on the the ocean and the life that exists in it, and the positive
actions that can be taken to support the health of the ocean.
Lesson Resources include: Presentation; Scenario Game and Cards 1 – 14; Micro-beads in
prawn images.
Lesson 3: Interconnectedness 1 - To encourage students to use observation skills to understand
the interconnections between the land and ocean interface and human and ocean interface and
further understand our influence on the ocean. Using inquiry based learning techniques the
students will become more ocean literate. Understand the ocean network more and the importance
of knowing the interconnections between land and sea and the ocean network.
Lesson Resources include: Interconnectedness presentation; Marine Food web image
Lesson 4: Interconnectedness 2 - In this lesson, students build on their observation observation to
understand the interconnections between the land and ocean interface and human and ocean
interface and further understand our influence on the ocean. Using inquiry-based learning
techniques, the students will become more ocean literate, as they understand the ocean network
and the importance of knowing the interconnections between land and sea, and the ocean
network.
Lesson Resources: Quiz A – D
Lesson 5: Introduction to Ocean Pollution. This class considers different sources of pollution
with a focus on plastic pollution; how it reaches the ocean, where it comes from and how we can
all be a positive intervention. Building on previous lessons students will have an increased
understanding of how inextricably interconnected we are and our positive and detrimental effects
on the ocean. We will re-introduce the idea of mindfulness – how we can be mindful in certain
moments and understand how it can influence our choices and how we can help stop pollution.
Students will understand SDG 14.1 target better and how they can contribute.
Lesson Resources include: Pollution Presentation; Walking Debate resource
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Lesson 6: Introduction to local coastal pollution 2. Students continue their consideration of
different sources of pollution and how they can contribute to SDG target 14.1. By 2025, prevent
and significantly reduce marine pollution of all kinds, in particular from land-based activities,
including marine debris and nutrient pollution. Students will undertake a beach clean and through
structured observation, data gathering and analysis will begin to understand the extent of the
problem and upload their findings to the Litterati App. An indoor / non- beach accessible alternative
lesson is also offered.
Lesson resources include: Clean coasts data observation sheets
Lesson 7: Ocean Communication
In this lesson students will learn to understand how our actions can influence Ocean health and
cause pollution. Mindful observation and evaluation and solution based thinking students can
imagine what we can do to stop ocean pollution in the ocean.
Lesson resources include: Video links
Lesson 8 and 9 Bio-mimicry: Biomimicry is the science and art of imitating nature/life. In these
lessons students will focus on how we learn from nature, how nature influences design and how we
can continue to learn from nature if we take the time to observe and understand. Students are
encouraged to understand the importance of the ocean and nature and how it inspires solutions to
serious problems. The lesson promotes an understanding of nature’s influences on our lives and
how inextricably interconnected we are with nature, how we are part of nature and not ‘apart’ from
nature. Using nature-based mindfulness, students will experience mindful moments that can enable
us to be more creative, help memory and reduce stress especially if and when practiced in nature.
In combination with creative and solution based thinking students will explore how nature can
inspire design. Students will build on previous skills learnt e.g. eco-design thinking to ideate a
creation based on what they have learnt in class inspired but the nature items available.
Lesson resources include: Biomimicry presentation; worksheets; video links
Lesson 10: For students to reflect on what they have learnt on SDG 14 module over past 6
lessons. Where our place is as ocean citizens. Ocean optimism. Observation and evaluation. Using
solution based thinking and creative thinking students can commit to helping the ocean and pledge
to help ocean health.
Lesson resources include: Quiz worksheet; Web and video links
Linked learning:
●

●

SDG 4 Quality Education Problem to Pitch generic project management module with
supporting resources.
SDG 14 Life Below Water Problem to Pitch Fishing Net and Peripherals focus
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Teachers' Guide by Lesson
Lesson 1 ‘Sea Change: Increasing Ocean Literacy’ Answer Key
While you are watching the video ‘Sea Change: Increasing Ocean Literacy’, please answer the
following questions;
1.

Why does breathing connect you to the ocean?
Half of the world’s oxygen comes from the sea.

2.

List the three things we can source from the ocean (mentioned in the video).
Freshwater, Food, Medicine

3.

What role does the ocean play in our climate?
Regulates our climate by transferring heat across the globe.

4.

What type of activities connect us to the ocean?
Trade, Holidays, Recreation, Employment

5.

How do we impact the ocean?
By what we put into it and what we take out of it

Based on what you have watched in the short introduction to ocean literacy (and the
definition at the start of the worksheet), how ocean literate do you think you are?
1- not at all ocean literate
2- reasonably ocean literate
3- very ocean literate

______________

Why do you think this?
_______________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Give students time to reflect on their ocean literacy. They could share their answers with a
partner or could stand in groups, depending on which number they rated themselves and
share their reasons why.
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Lesson 1 Pre-Post Module Quiz - Assess at the beginning of the module and again at the end
1.

How much of planet Earth is covered by the Ocean
a. 99% B. 71% c. 49% d. 19%

2.

Does the Ocean ….
a. give us oxygen b. control the weather c. drive the water cycle d. all of the above

3.

How much oxygen does the ocean provide?
a. 20% b. over 50% c. 75% d. none

4.

Can the ocean contribute to your health & wellbeing?

a.

Yes b. No

5.

What is the largest animal in the world?
a. A. blue whale B. Great white shark C. African Elephant D. Tyrannosauras

6.

Is there a connection between your favourite ice cream and the ocean?
a.Yes b. No

7.

What is SDG 14 about?
a. Fish b. Humans c. conserving the environment d. all of the above

8.

How many people worldwide rely of fish as their main source of protein?
a. 4.3billion b. 8million c.7billion d. 1 million (current world population is 7.7 billion)

9.

What is the largest fish in Ireland?
a. Cod b. blobfish c. basking shark d. monkfish

10.

How many people in Ireland are directly employed by sea fisheries?
a.Approx 15,000 b. 100,000 c. none d. 5000

11.

True or False. Over 50% of Irish population live by the coast?
a.True b. False
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Lesson 2:
Scenario Cards: Ocean Connection
1.

Print and cut out the images. Use the most appropriate cards for the group you are
working with. If you have more than 28 students, duplicate some of the images.

2.

Answers to matching exercise;
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Positive Actions: students will come up with a variety of actions, here are some suggestions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
14.

Try to only eat locally-sourced seafood that is caught sustainably (by local small fishing
vessels, hand-line caught or catch it yourself)
Face wash that ends up down the drain, goes out to rivers and eventually out to sea. Don’t
use products with microbeads in them. You can download the app ‘Beat the Microbead’,
which allows you to scan the bar codes of products to check if they use microbeads in them
Try not to buy cans that are held together with holders. If this is not possible, tear or cut them
so that nothing can get caught in them. Try and recycle them
Don’t use plastic bags for groceries. Use paper or reusable bags.
Always collect and clear any old and used fishing gear on board. Never throw it overboard.
Avoid single-use plastictics, recycle the plastic.
Don't smoke, Don’t litter by throwing cigarette butts or other plastic rubbish on the ground.
Take three plastic rubbish items from the beach and bring home.
Do not throw litter overboard, report any litter being thrown overboard.
Check fishing gear regularly to ensure no entanglements. Bring all fishing gear back to land
after use so as not to enable ‘ghost fishing’.
Clean up after yourself and friends on the beach especially after any beach parties.
Enjoy viewing animals at a safe distance, put engine into standby when any whales or
dolphins are in view and enjoy watching them.
A Tourist boat can use mooring buoys.
Prochlorococcus marine cyanobacteria (<1micrometre) in picoplankton that gives us over
50% of the oxygen we breathe is found in the ocean and was only discovered in 1988!!
Create awareness of the importance of the ocean, keep the ocean healthy through
environmental and ocean conservation efforts to help allow this phytoplankton to live well
throughout the ocean to provide us with the vital oxygen that we need to survive.
Shop locally. This is important to try to reduce carbon emissions from transport, which will
help reduce climate change, warming of the oceans and other detrimental effects on ocean
health.

Lesson 3: Guided Observation
The observation uses the OBREDIM technique (adapted from Dr. Anita Mckeown, 2008-14) to
understand the interconnectedness of humans and the ocean, especially in a systems perspective
and understanding our effects on the ocean e.g. pollution.
Start the OBRE –
Observation – Observe and survey all local assets e.g. organisations, stakeholders, people,
cultural landscapes and how all related
Boundaries – The edges and boundaries you see including locations geo-boundaries,
organisations and crossover of objectives
Resources – What resources are here? Physical and non physical resources time, money
skills, local networks that are already exist
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Lesson 8 - 9:
Brief Introduction to Biomimicry
Biomimicry is the science and art of imitating nature/life. In this lesson we will focus on how
we learn from nature, how nature influences design and how we can continue to learn from
nature if we take the time to observe and understand.
Building on from lesson 2.2 Interconnectedness students will have an increased understanding
of how nature influences our lives and how inextricably interconnected we are with nature,
how we are part of nature and not ‘apart’ from nature. We will also introduce mindfulness
and how nature can influence mindfulness and how mindful moments can enable us to be
more creative, help memory and reduce stress especially if and when practiced in nature, but
very beneficial overall.

Activity 1 - Pre-Task Quiz: Ocean Connections (15 mins)
1) Form pairs and give each learner a set of Quiz Cards (A B C D).
2) 2) For each quiz question, ask the learner to hold up the card that corresponds with what they believe
the correct answer is.
3) Note down the number of answers for each option (i.e. six A’s, 10 B’s etc).
4) DO NOT give them the answers! You will be using this quiz again at the end of the module to see how
aware of the topic your learners have become.
Activity 2 - Introduction to Ocean Importance (15 mins)
1) Form pairs and ask learners to list at least 10 reasons they believe the ocean is important.
2) Set a timer for 2 minutes and ask the pairs to make their lists.
3) After the set time, learners share their lists with the pair next to them.
4) Elicit one reason from each student in the class and write them on the board.
5) Discuss these reasons in more depth, ask for more detail about why they chose these reasons.
Activity 3 - Active Listening Task ‘Sea Change: Increasing Ocean Literacy’ (20 mins)
1) Give learners the active listening worksheet: ‘Sea Change: Increasing Ocean Literacy'.
2) Play the video and allow learners to complete the task.
3) Ask learners to work with a peer and compare their answers.
4) Review answers as a whole class.
5) Compare the information in the video to their lists in activity 2
6) In small groups, use the following questions to further discussion on ocean literacy:
a) How is the ocean important to me? My community? My country? The world?
b) What is the best way to communicate the importance of the ocean to people our age?
c) What decisions can I make today to be a better steward for our ocean?

REFLECTIVE EXERCISE: 3-2-1 End Of Lesson (10 Mins)
Give learners time to reflect on the lesson in their notebooks, using the following prompts;
● Three things they feel they have learnt from the lesson and the tasks
● Two things they found the most interesting and would like to learn more about
● One piece of feedback on the lesson and the tasks
You can use the information in their reflections to plan and modify the accompanying lessons,
create projects or share with another teacher to implement cross-curricular tasks.

Extension / Reduction Activities:
Reduction: for a shorter class, reduce the amount of time spent on Activity 2 and the discussion
time in Activity 3.

Extension: For a longer class direct learners to The Ocean Literacy Principles
(https://irishoceanliteracy.ie/ocean-literacy-resources/) and brainstorm ways of
communicating them to the rest of the school.

MULTIMEDIA BOX: (materials, online video links, extra resources, case studies etc.)
Activity 1
• Pre-task Quiz: ‘Ocean Connections’
• Quiz cards (A B C D)
Activity 3
• Video: ‘Sea Change: Increasing Ocean Literacy’ [2:07mins]
http://www.seachangeproject.eu/seachange-about-2/ocean-literacy
• Active Listening Worksheet: ‘Sea Change: Increasing Ocean Literacy’
Extension Task
• The Ocean Literacy Principles: https://irishoceanliteracy.ie/ocean-literacy-resources/

LOCAL EXPERTISE/ TRIP SUGGESTIONS
• Visit the local shore and do a beach clean
• Learn about the Blue Mind and participate in short mindfulness meditations.

LESSON 1 PRE MODULE QUIZ OCEAN LITERACY
DATE OF PRE-TASK QUIZ (START OF MODULE):
DATE OF PRE-TASK QUIZ (END OF MODULE):
CIRCLE THE RIGHT ANSWERS OR USE THE ABCD QUIZ CARDS
1. How much of planet Earth is covered by the ocean?
a. 99% b. 71% c. 49% d. 19%
2. Does the ocean ….?
a. give us oxygen b.control the weather c.drive the
water cycle d.all of the above
3. How much oxygen does the ocean provide?
a. 20% b. over 50% c. 75% d. none
4. Can the ocean contribute to your health & wellbeing?
a. yes b. no
5. What is the largest animal in the world?
a. Blue whale b. Great White Shark c.African elephant
d. Tyrannosaurus
6). Is there a connection between your favourite ice cream and the ocean?
a. yes b. no
7) What is SDG 14 about?
a. fish b. humans c. conserving the ocean environment
d. all of the above

LESSON 1 PRE MODULE QUIZ OCEAN LITERACY

1. How many people worldwide rely of fish as their main source of protein?
a. 4.3billion

b. 8million

c.7billion

d. 1 million

2. What is the largest fish in Ireland?
a. cod

b. blobfish

c. basking shark

d. monkfish

3. How many people in Ireland are directly employed by sea fisheries?
a. approx 15,000 b. 100,000

c. none

d. 5000

4. True or False. Over 50% of Irish population live by the coast?
a. true

b. false

LESSON 1 ACTIVE LISTENING OCEAN LITERACY
WHAT IS AN OCEAN LITERATE PERSON?
SOMEONE WHO...
• understands the importance of the ocean to all species
• can communicate about the ocean in a meaningful way
• is able to make informed and responsible decisions regarding the ocean and
its resources
While you are watching the video ‘Sea Change: Increasing Ocean Literacy’
http://www.seachangeproject.eu/seachange-about-2/ocean-literacy please
answer the following questions;
1. Why does breathing connect you to the ocean?

2. List the three things we can source from the ocean (mentioned in the video).

3. What role does the ocean play in our climate?

4. What type of activities connect us to the ocean?

5. How do we impact the ocean?

LESSON 1 DESIGN THINKING INTRODUCTION
Based on what you have watched in the short introduction to
ocean literacy (and the definition at the start of the worksheet), how
ocean literate do you think you are?
Circle the answer that you feel describes your ocean literacy best.
1- not at all ocean literate
2- reasonably ocean literate
3- very ocean literate

WHY DO YOU THINK THIS?
TRY TO GIVE AT LEAST THREE REASONS FOR
YOUR ANSWER

1.

2.

3.

Anything else you would like to add?

A
C

B
D

Activity 1 - Conversation Starters: Review Ocean Connection (5 mins)
Work in pairs to encourage more reluctant speakers to share their ideas, however groups of 3 can
provide more support if required.
Ask learners to use the following prompts to have a short conversation:
1) Globally, the ocean is important because……..
2) In our country, the ocean is important because……
3) I am personally connected to the ocean because…..
Activity 2 - Scenario Cards: Ocean Connection (10 mins)
1) Divide the class into two groups - A & B.
2) Give each member of Group A a scenario card marked ‘A’.
3) Give each member of Group B a scenario card marked ‘B’.
4) Ask learners to find their partner from the opposite group by matching up their scenario cards.
Activity 3 - Positive Actions: Brainstorm (15 mins)
With their partner from the previous exercise, discuss what is happening in each image
1) What can they see happening in the images?
2) Is it positive or negative? Why?
3) What are some positive actions that can prevent the negative consequences you see?
Activity 4 - Positive Actions: Idea Board ( 20 mins)
1) Ask learners to share their positive actions by adding them to the poster/butcher paper.
2) After reading through the ideas, ask students to identify the actions they see happening in their local
communities. Add any new ideas generated to the paper.
3) Display the paper on a wall so it can be referred or added to throughout the module.

REFLECTIVE EXERCISE: 3-2-1 End Of Lesson (10 Mins)
Give learners time to reflect on the lesson in their notebooks, using the following prompts:
● Three things they feel they have learnt from the lesson and the tasks
● Two things they found the most interesting and would like to learn more about
● One piece of feedback on the lesson and the tasks
You can use the information in their reflections to plan and modify the accompanying lessons,
create projects or share with another teacher to implement cross-curricular tasks.

Extension / Reduction Activities:
Reduction: For a shorter class, spend less time on Activity 3 & 4.
Extension: for a longer class, ask learners to commit to doing one of the positive actions on the
ideas list in Activity 4. Ask them to write a paragraph about why they choose that action
and how they feel it will make an impact.

MULTI-MEDIA BOX: (materials, online video links, extra resources, case studies etc.)
Activity 1
How we can keep plastics out of our ocean:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQTUWK7CM-Y

LOCAL EXPERTISE/ TRIP SUGGESTIONS
●

Ask the local Tidy Towns group to come in and talk to the class about the actions they take to
safeguard the ocean.

What does ocean literacy mean?
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Thank you!

Any Questions?

Today we’re learning about ocean literacy – the last video got us started with some
main points so now we are going to delve a little deeper
What is ocean literacy – what do we mean when we say ocean literacy? We are
talking about how much we know about the ocean and how it helps the planet to
function

1

Basic definition for ocean literacy is to understand the oceans influence on you and
your influence on the ocean
An Ocean-Literate person:
• Understands the importance of the ocean to humankind
• Can communicate about the ocean in a meaningful way
• Is able to make informed and responsible decisions regarding the ocean and its
resources

2

What do we get from the Ocean? Why is it important to us – well here’s just a few
things from vital nutrients to the blue economy and recreation – in fact it has been
shown that living on or near water can make you happier and helathier

3

The Oceans made the earth habitable – without the action of the oceans life on this
planet would not be possible.
In fact the three core requirements for human life are provided for by the ocean
Oxygen to breathe
Freshwater to drink
And Food to eat
In fact every second breath you take comes from the ocean

4

Its created by Phytoplankton – tiny plants that float in the surface waters of our
oceans – these bloom seasonally just like terrestrial plants when conditions are right
and are the basis for most food webs in the ocean.
In fact these little guys are responsible for 50% of the worlds oxygen – with seaweeds
and other marine algae providing approx. another 25%

5

The Ocean also drives the water cycle – a process that provides us with freshwater
through evaporation (where the surface water of the earth heat up and turn to
steam) – condensation (as the steam rises it forms clouds) and precipitation (rain)
97% of the water on earth is seawater and over 70% of this planet is covered by the
ocean which means without the ocean freshwater would be in much shorter supply

6

Many people worldwide also rely on the ocean as their main source of protein – from
fisheries to aquaculture– the health benefits of food from the ocean are highly
publicised – with high nutrient contents and low fat it’s a perfect choice for a healthy
diet – worldwide 15% of the earths human population rely on the ocean for their
main source of protein-we all use products everyday that have a little ocean on them

7

Take the irish seaweed carrageen for example – this can be found in everyday
products – like your toothpaste - ice-cream – ketchup and peanut butter.
Traditionally it was used as a treatment for coughs and colds. Seaweeds are used as a
supplement that is fed to our top racehorses and soaked in our baths to and added
to our beauty products, traditionally it was used as a fertilizer in our gardens, so
many of our grandparents cabbage would, have had ocean nutrients in its DNA

8

Lets go back to basics – what do we know about how the ocean functions? And its
many features?
We all know we live on the western edge of Europe facing the Atlantic Ocean, but did
you know that the Atlantic ocean is one of the oldest oceans and its growing in size
every year – due to movement in the tectonic plates along what we call the mid
atlantic ridge – a mountain chain that runs down the centre of the Atlantic ocean. It
might surprise you to consider that the atlantic ocean isn’t separate from the other
oceans of the world either - its all one big ocean!

9

– in fact the earth has just one big ocean that is connected across the globe we
simply name different parts to help with geography!
This means that heat gathered in one area can then be transported thousands of
miles by the ocean currents – which for us is good news, as the gulf stream helps to
keep us a little warmer than we should be considering the high latitude at which we
sit. The action of the oceans also help to shape the features of our coastline from our
famous sea cliffs to the sandy beaches we laze about on in the summer

10

Aside from the physical features – the biology of the ocean is immense
Life began in the oceans approx. 3.5 billion years ago. As plants in the oceans
released Oxygen it helped to make the earth a habitable place
Now the greatest biodiversity can be found on our oceans, im sure we’ve all heard
about the vast number of species you can find on coral reefs, but did you know that
off he coast of Ireland we have Kelp forests that can rival their biodiversity – or that
in Irish waters we are discovering new deep sea corals habitats every year.

11

Take the humble starfish now named sea stars as an example – different species of
starfish can be found on every part of the earths ocean – in Ireland we have records
of approx. ? Species – worldwide scientists have named over 2000 separate species –
while we are all familiar with the common starfish with five arms - There are versions
of this marine invertebrate that have up to 40 arms

12

While starfish are generally found in the shallow seas – worldwide the ocean creates
many diverse habitats and ecosystems that supports a myriad of life – from the open
ocean with great shoals of fish and their predators like mako shark and marine
mammals – to estuaries, sand dunes, salt marshes, mangroves, deep sea mounts,
coral reefs, kelp forests, and our ever familiar rocky shoreline

13

The vastness of the ocean is hard to imagine, and the 2d maps we are all familiar
with don’t do it justice – the seafloor is largely unexplored with less than 20% of the
ocean already mapped and studied over 80% remains unmapped, unexplored and
unobserved!
The difiiculty of getting to the seabed has been standing on our way but in recent
years with advances in technology we are able to delve deeper and stay for longer
allowing us to expand our understanding of these habitats greatly.

14

Using sonar we can create large scale maps of the seabed and satellites are helping
us track plankton blooms and ocean currents – every trip to the deep sea brings back
new species. The importance of these discoveries can be found in our greater
understanding ofhow our planet works which informs studies on climate change and
how the ocean absorbs carbon dioxide – it is in fact the most important C02 sink on
the planet absorbing 30% of the carbon we emit

15

Discoveries in biology are yielding new medicines – with compounds from deep sea
sponges being tested in new drug treatments for alzheimers and already being used
in some cancer treatments – factor 50 sunscreen has been developed from chemicals
emitted by corals in response to excessive sunshine. But that’s not all, in the oceans
evolution has been practically testing different mechanisms for centuries and the
more we understand about how things in nature work the better we can apply that
knowledge to our own designs

16

Here’s a few examples of this in actions – Olympic swimmers swimsuits have been
developed based on the pattern on the skin of sharks which stuies have shown help
to streamline the water around their bodies and reduce drag, this is also being used
in aeroplane paint and on racing boats to increase speead and efficiency – sea urchin
spikes have inspired perpetually sharp tools and the tubercles(lumps) on the pectoral
fins of whales are teaching us how to reduce drag on aeroplane wings and the blades
of wind turbines

17

So you can see what an amazing place the ocean is and all it does for us, but the
question remians, what are we doing for it? In 2018 with the release of blue planet 2
we have seen a huge jump in the publics awareness of ocean problems – warming
temperatures, acidification, biodiversity loss and particularly plastic pollution,
microplastics. These issue are ever increasing and governments are struggling to
meet global targets for reversing the situation,

18

So what can we do? As individuals and communities it is falling on our shoulders to
make changes from the ground up that are inspiring massive shifts in societies
behaviour – organising beach cleans – refusing single use plastics – eating local – by
using consumer power to demand products that are better for the environment and
for us, each one of us has the opportunity to help save the oceans –

19

And learning just a little more about them – becoming ocean literate as we say is the
first place to start - Our ocean really is the blue heart of our planet Earth, studies
have shown that just being beside the ocean makes us happier and healthier, reduces
stress and anxiety and increase creativity and confidence. For all we get from our
ocean – it deserves a little care from us!

20

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson
Lesson Title & Summary: Interconnectedness
In this lesson, students are encouraged to use
observation skills to understand the
interconnections between the land and ocean
interface and human and ocean interface and
further understand our influence on the ocean.
Using inquiry-based learning techniques, the
students will become more ocean literate, as they
understand the ocean network and the

Science,
Geography
Human Sciences
Lesson 3
Interconnectedness 1

importance of knowing the interconnections
between land and sea, and the ocean network

Vocabulary: Food Web; Interconnectedness;
pCr Zonation

In this lesson the learner, will:
●

increase their ocean literacy skills

●

understand the interconnectedness of

Focus: SDG 14
Life Below Water

humans, the land and the ocean
(especially from a systems perspective)
●

understanding human impact on the
ocean

●

develop inquiry-based thinking skills

●

develop critical-thinking skills

Materials:
• Interconnectedness presentation
• Marine Food Web image
• Pen, pencil, colouring pens & paper
• Notebooks
• Post it notes
• Ball of string

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS
Activity 1 – INTERCONNECTEDNESS PRESENTATION (15 mins)
1) Show learners the Interconnectedness presentation
2) Discuss the slides highlighting the different connections with the ocean, land interface and the
relationships. What are the main things that the learners notice? Write them on the board.
3) Introduce the pCr Zoning tool and how we use it to map connections map connections
and what we will be doing in class 4 with zonations and OBRE i.e. Observations, Boundaries,
Resources and Evaluation.
Activity 2 - The Marine Food Web: an introduction (15 mins)
1) Project the image of the marine food web for the class (or hand out one copy per pair)
2) Give learners 2 minutes in their pairs to describe what is happening in the food web
3) Give a brief explanation of the marine food web, encouraging learners to take notes of the main
points while you are speaking
4) Give learners 2 minutes to rephrase what you have said about the marine food web, using their
notes to guide them
Activity 3 – The Marine Food Web - Interconnectedness (25 mins)
If there are more than 10 learners, you can use 10 volunteers or all of the class to show
interconnections within a marine food web. You will need open space for this activity.
1) Form a circle, with the marine food web from the presentation on display. Ask learners what
drives the web? (Sunshine), ask someone to move into the middle of the circle and is given the
end of a ball of string and they are the sunshine.
2) Ask what does sunshine give energy to in the ocean? (Plankton), Sunshine then passes the
ball of string to Plankton (another learner) in the outer circle holding onto the end.
3) What eats plankton? (Zooplankton), string is passed to another learner. Continue this up the
food chain, using the marine food web slide as a guide.
4) When everyone has a piece of the string, ask them to hold it tight. Ask them something that
humans could have influence on within the system that is now interconnected. What would it
affect?
5) Anyone (i.e Fish, Plankton) that thinks they will be affected needs to sit on the ground.
6) What happens to the rest of the system? All students will feel a tug on their piece of string this resembles the stress on other elements within the food web.
REFLECTIVE EXERCISE: 3-2-1 End Of Lesson (5 Mins)
● Three things they feel they have learnt from the lesson and tasks
● Two things they found most interesting and would like to explore more
● One – their opinion they have about the lesson and tasks

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

Extension / Reduction Activities:
Reduction: For a shorter class, start from Activity 2.
Extension: For a longer class, include a discussion with students on interconnectedness
and how the system could be affected by one thing we do as humans.
If not already completed, re-do quiz from Lesson 1- let's see how much the students have learnt
1) Re-do the quiz, with learners working individually; each learner given a set of letters A B C and
D. Record their answers (i.e. six A's, seven B's).
2) Assure them the answers will come out in the class after the quiz is complete.

MULTI-MEDIA BOX: (materials, online video links, extra resources, case studies etc .)

• Interconnectedness presentation
• Marine food web image
• Marine Long Chain Food Webs https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDsn1MtN-dY
• Marine Food Web and Ecosystem https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0DYR6w7e2zE

LOCAL EXPERTISE/ TRIP SUGGESTIONS
●

Visit to Sea Synergy, Marine Biologist, Lucy Hunt

●

In Class visit, Marine Creature Feature

●

National context: Visit local marine awareness centre / aquarium or local beach with marine
biologist or plan a virtual visit with SDG 14 module developer marine biologist Lucy Hunt, Sea
Synergy, Waterville, Kerry

Interconnectedness
Influences, Networks
& Design

https://www.volvooceanrace.com/en/sustainability/education.html
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Any Questions?

Interconnectedness – how a group of objects interact with each other and one
another to form a complex whole that operates as a system
Many different interconnections in the world from international to local, ocean and
land

1

What do we get from the Ocean? Why is it important to us – well here’s just a few
things from vital nutrients to the blue economy and recreation – in fact it has been
shown that living on or near water can make you happier and helathier

2

The Oceans made the earth habitable – without the action of the oceans life on this
planet would not be possible.
In fact the three core requirements for human life are provided for by the ocean
Oxygen to breathe
Freshwater to drink
And Food to eat
In fact every second breath you take comes from the ocean

3

Its created by Phytoplankton – tiny plants that float in the surface waters of our
oceans – these bloom seasonally just like terrestrial plants when conditions are right
and are the basis for most food webs in the ocean.
In fact these little guys are responsible for 50% of the worlds oxygen – with seaweeds
and other marine algae providing approx. another 25%

4

The Ocean also drives the water cycle – a process that provides us with freshwater
through evaporation (where the surface water of the earth heat up and turn to
steam) – condensation (as the steam rises it forms clouds) and precipitation (rain)
97% of the water on earth is seawater and over 70% of this planet is covered by the
ocean which means without the ocean freshwater would be in much shorter supply

5

Take the irish seaweed carrageen for example – this can be found in everyday
products – like your toothpaste - ice-cream – ketchup and peanut butter. Traditionally
it was used as a treatment for coughs and colds. Seaweeds are used as a supplement
thats fed to our top racehorses and soaked in our baths to and added to our beauty
products, traditionally it was used as a fertilizer in our gardens, so many of our
grandparents cabbage would, have had ocean nutrients in its DNA

6

– in fact the earth has just one big ocean that is connected across the globe we
simply name different parts to help with geography!
This means that heat gathered in one area can then be transported thousands of
miles by the ocean currents – which for us is good news, as the gulf stream helps to
keep us a little warmer than we should be considering the high latitude at which we
sit. The action of the oceans also help to shape the features of our coastline from our
famous sea cliffs to the sandy beaches we laze about on in the summer

7

While starfish are generally found in the shallow seas – worldwide the ocean creates
many diverse habitats and ecosystems that supports a myriad of life – from the open
ocean with great shoals of fish and their predators like mako shark and marine
mammals – to estuaries, sand dunes, salt marshes, mangroves, deep sea mounts,
coral reefs, kelp forests, and our ever familiar rocky shoreline

8

9

10

11

12

13

And learning just a little more about them – becoming ocean literate as we say is the
first place to start - Our ocean really is the blue heart of our planet Earth, studies
have shown that just being beside the ocean makes us happier and healthier, reduces
stress and anxiety and increase creativity and confidence. For all we get from our
ocean – it deserves a little care from us!

14

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson
Lesson Title & Summary: Interconnectedness 2
In this lesson, students build on their observation to
understand the interconnections between the land
and ocean interface and human and ocean interface
and further understand our influence on the ocean.
Using inquiry-based learning techniques, the
students will become more ocean literate, as they
understand the ocean network and the importance of
knowing the interconnections between land and sea,
and the ocean network.

Science,
Geography
Human Sciences

Vocabulary: Observation; Zonation mapping

Lesson 4
Interconnectedness 2

In this lesson the learner, will:

Focus: SDG 14
Life Below Water

●

increase their ocean literacy skills

●

develop observation skills through outdoor

●

observation of water/land interface

●

develop inquiry-based thinking skills

●

develop critical-thinking skills

●

share knowledge; students will practice

●

independent & group work

Materials:

• Pen, pencil, colouring pens & paper
• Notebooks
• Post it notes
• Quiz and quiz letters A - D

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

Activity Instructions
Activity 1 - Guided Observation (35 mins)
1. If you are a short walking distance to the ocean/seashore, take learners with notebooks and pen
/ pencil
2. Ask learners to find a space to stand or sit on the shore and close their eyes
Observation 1: spend 30 seconds in silence- what can they hear, smell, feel?
Observation 2: draw a large circle in their notebooks. In the middle of the circle, draw or write
what they observe right in close around them (2 minutes)
Observation 3: around the middle of the circle, draw or write what they observe 5m around
them (2 minutes)
Observation 4: at the next stage of their circle, draw or write what they observe 20m around
them (2 minutes)
Observation 5: at the outer part of their circle, draw or write what they observe all around
them, including the sky and land
3. In pairs, share their observations
4. In groups of 4, identify any interconnectedness in their observations, any issues
5. Return to classroom
Activity 2 Linking Observation to Locality – using the pCr zoning method (20 mins),
1. Elicit some of the connections made in the observation task
2. In groups of three, list all the local people, businesses and organisations that may be
associated with the site they just observed
3. Share ideas as a whole group on a piece of poster/butcher paper, using the zoning template that
can be added to the ideas from the previous lesson

REFLECTIVE EXERCISE: 3-2-1 End Of Lesson (5 Mins)
● Three things they feel they have learnt from the lesson and tasks
● Two things they found most interesting and would like to explore more
● One – their opinion they have about the lesson and tasks

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

Extension / Reduction Activities:
Reduction: For a shorter class, start from Activity 2.
Extension: For a longer class, include a discussion with students on interconnectedness
and how the system was affected by one thing we did as humans.
If not completed already, re-do quiz from Lesson 1- to see what they have retained
1) Re-do the quiz, with learners working individually; each learner given a set of letters A B C and
D. Record their answers (i.e. six A's, seven B's).
2) Assure them the answers will come out in the class after the quiz is complete.
Indoor Alternative: take pre-prepared photographs of a local site for learners to use in the
observation stage.
If you are not close to the ocean, choose the nearest shore location to you to show images of,
e.g. Getty Images. You can select relevant images to discuss and use to complete the exercises

MULTI-MEDIA BOX: (materials, online video links, extra resources, case studies etc .)
• https://www.gettyimages.ca/photos/wild-atlantic-way?mediatype=photography&phrase=wild%
20atlantic%20way&sort=mostpopular

LOCAL EXPERTISE/ TRIP SUGGESTIONS
●

Visit to Sea Synergy, Marine Biologist, Lucy Hunt

●

In Class visit, Marine Creature Feature

●

National context: Local ocean / shore visit

●

Visit local marine awareness centre / aquarium or local beach with marine biologist or plan a
virtual visit with SDG 14 module developer marine biologist Lucy Hunt, Sea
Synergy, Waterville, Kerry

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson
Lesson Title & Summary: Ocean Pollution
In this lesson, students begin to understand
how our actions can influence ocean health and cause
pollution. Students will consider the extent of the
pollution problem with a particular focus on plastic.
Using solution-based thinking, students can imagine
what we can do to reduce ocean pollution.

In this lesson the learner, will:

Science,
Geography
Global Citizenship

●

increase their ocean literacy skills

●

increase understanding of natures influence on
humans and interconnectedness

●

learn how mindfulness can help us in everyday
choices to prevent pollution

Lesson 5
Ocean Pollution

●

develop solution-based thinking skills

●

develop independent thinking

●

practise independent and group work

Focus: SDG 14.1
Life Below Water

Materials:
●

Ocean Health & Ocean Plastic Pollution
presentation

●

Walking debate statements

●

Empty containers/boxes

●

Clean and dry litter (recyclable and nonrecyclable)

●

Coloured pens, pencils

●

A4 paper

●

Post-its

●

Internet access

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

Activity 1 - Walking Debate (30mins)
Introduction to sources of pollution, different types, causes and effects
1) Introduce the theme of ocean health and ocean plastic pollution by showing learners the 'Ocean
Health & Ocean Plastic Pollution' presentation.
2) Walking Debate
a) Designate the sides of the classroom:
Left side: Agree
Right side: Disagree
Centre: On the fence/Do not know
b) Read a statement from the walking debate statement list and ask learners to go to the side of
the room that matches their opinion. Give them 1-2 minutes to discuss with each other their
reasons for their opinion. Ask each side to paraphrase. Repeat with other statements on the
List.
Activity 2 - Trash Dash game (20mins)
1) Divide learners into groups/teams of 4 or 5.
2) Hand out at least 5 litter items (with team number on them) to each group.
3) At the opposite side of the room have the containers/boxes where the litter must be deposited.
4) Teams have 2 minutes to discuss where they think each item must go. Then each team member
works in relays bringing one item to the container when they are told to start. It is a race so
students can cheer on their teammates.
5) The teams are timed and all litter items checked to see if they are in the right container (recyclable
or non-recyclable). If an item is in the wrong container, 1 point is deducted.
6) Have a whole class discussion on what can and cannot be recycled in local household recycling
bin.

REFLECTIVE EXERCISE: 3-2-1 End Of Lesson (10 Mins)
● Three things they feel they have learnt from the lesson tasks
● Two things they found most interesting and would like to explore more
● One – their opinion they have about the lessons and tasks

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

Extension / Reduction Activities:
Reduction: For a shorter class, show the Ocean Health and Ocean Plastic Pollution presentation
and then move straight to the Trash Dash Game.
Extension: For a longer class, use the prompts below for learners to have an extended discussion
or write in their journals.
What are the problems with the current recycling scheme in Ireland?
How could it be improved?
● What are the consequences on the ocean if we don’t recycle or improve recycling facilities?
● What are three actions I can take to improve my disposal of waste?
●
●

MULTI-MEDIA BOX: (materials, online video links, extra resources, case studies etc.)
Cahersiveen Waste
http://docstore.kerrycoco.ie/KCCWebsite/environment/caherciveenwaste.pdf
KWD recycling bins
https://www.kwd.ie/m/#!/mobile_content.php?t=31
Symbols
http://www.kwdkids.com/symbols/
I don’t want you to recycle I want you to REDUCE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Yp1KKWpPpU

LOCAL EXPERTISE/ TRIP SUGGESTIONS

●

Invite an employee of KWD to come and speak to the class about recycling in Ireland.

●

Prepare a list of interview questions.

●

Plan a virtual visit with SDG 14 module developer marine biologist Lucy Hunt, Sea
Synergy, Waterville, Kerry

Ocean Pollution

Understanding the
oceans influence on you
and your influence on
the ocean

https://www.volvooceanrace.com/en/sustainability/education.html

Sources of pollution in the Ocean

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Yp1KKWpPpU

Thank you!

Any Questions?

Today we’re learning about ocean literacy – the last video got us started with some
main points so now we are going to delve a little deeper
What is ocean literacy – what do we mean when we say ocean literacy? We are
talking about how much we know about the ocean and how it helps the planet to
function

1

Basic definition for ocean literacy is to understand the oceans influence on you and
your influence on the ocean
An Ocean-Literate person:
• Understands the importance of the ocean to humankind
• Can communicate about the ocean in a meaningful way
• Is able to make informed and responsible decisions regarding the ocean and its
resources

2

What do we get from the Ocean? Why is it important to us – well here’s just a few
things from vital nutrients to the blue economy and recreation – in fact it has been
shown that living on or near water can make you happier and helathier

3

4
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So you can see what an amazing place the ocean is and all it does for us, but the
question remians, what are we doing for it? In 2018 with the release of blue planet 2
we have seen a huge jump in the publics awareness of ocean problems – warming
temperatures, acidification, biodiversity loss and particularly plastic pollution,
microplastics. These issue are ever increasing and governments are struggling to
meet global targets for reversing the situation,

22

So what can we do? As individuals and communities it is falling on our shoulders to
make changes from the ground up that are inspiring massive shifts in societies
behaviour – organising beach cleans – refusing single use plastics – eating local – by
using consumer power to demand products that are better for the environment and
for us, each one of us has the opportunity to help save the oceans –

23

And learning just a little more about them – becoming ocean literate as we say is the
first place to start - Our ocean really is the blue heart of our planet Earth, studies
have shown that just being beside the ocean makes us happier and healthier, reduces
stress and anxiety and increase creativity and confidence. For all we get from our
ocean – it deserves a little care from us!

24

LESSON 5 OCEAN POLLUTION
Name:

Date:

Write down 2-5 words you think of when you hear the phrase
‘ocean pollution.
1.
3.
5.

2.
4.

What is ocean literacy?
____________________________________________________
List 3 benefits we get from the ocean;
1. ____________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________
What are some sources of ocean pollution? How many can you list?

What type of rubbish is typically flushed down the toilet (that should NOT
be!)?
Plastic pollution in our ocean is a huge problem. What are some of the
consequences of plastic ending up there? List as many consequences as
you can.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5
6.
7.
8.

LESSON 5 OCEAN POLLUTION
Name one common piece of marine rubbish and how long it takes
to decompose.

_1. ____________________________
2. ____________________________

List 1 -3 facts/statistics you remember from the presentation on Ocean Pollution
1. ____________________________
2. ____________________________
2. ____________________________

LESSON 5 WALKING DEBATE
Walking Debate Questions
Designate areas of the room or outside area as Yes, Maybe and No.
Ask the questions and ask students to go to the place that reflects their answer.
Encourage short discussions on students' answers.
Why did they choose that place / position? Give examples of etc.
1. Do you believe there is that much (8 million tonnes per year) plastic pollution
entering the Ocean every year?
2. Do you believe that there could be more plastic than fish in the Ocean by 2050?
3. Are you afraid of what the environment and our life might look like in the future?
4. Do you believe you can make a difference?
5. Are you already starting to make a difference?
6. Do you use a reusable bottle?
7. Do you speak about environmental issues like climate change, marine pollution
with friends or family?
8. Have you ever helped a Tidy Towns group or Clean Coasts group?
9. Do you use a reusable shopping bag?
10. Do you pick up litter when you see it on the ground?
11. Do you try to Reduce Reuse Recycle?

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson
Lesson Title & Summary: Clean Up
In this lesson, students will further develop their
awareness of the impact of pollution on the ocean
and take action to help restore ocean health. The
student’s first hand experience will be used to
develop observational skills including data
gathering and analysis.

Vocabulary: Crowd-sourcing; Collaborative action;
Data gathering and analysis; Observation

Science,
Geography
Global Citizenship
Lesson 6
Beach Clean up
Focus: SDG 14.1
Life Below Water

In this lesson the learner, will:
●

increase their ocean literacy skills

●

increase understanding of humans influence
on nature and the ocean

●

work collaboratively in field work

●

participate in Citizen Science

●

students will practice independent & group
work

●

develop mindful reflection skills

Materials:
●

Sacks or buckets for litter collection items

●

Gloves for litter picking

●

Hand sanitiser

●

Clean Coasts litter observation cards/ Litterati app

●

Pens & colouring pens

●

Clipboards

●

A4 Paper

●

Post it notes

●

Access to Mannix Point beach - low/outgoing tide
preferable

●

In-class access to the Internet

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

Activity 1 – Introductory video & Mockumentary on plastic bag life cycle (10 mins)
See media box for links

1) Show learners the videos to activate their prior knowledge on ocean plastic pollution.
2) Ask them to share their ideas and opinions on the messaging of each video. What were the
objectives of the videos?

Activity 2- Beach clean (40 mins)

1) Walk to nearest beach or shoreline (adapt to location) and give learners an overview of safety/
hazards at the beach.
2) Divide learners into pairs or small groups and give each group a bag/gloves and the Clean Coast
observation cards/clipboard/pen.
3) Review the observation cards and how to complete and give learners 15 minutes to clean the
beach.
4) After the set time, meet back as a group and ask learners to share the most common item of litter
they found and the most interesting one. Was there many recyclable items found?
5) Collect the Clean Coast observation cards and return to class.

REFLECTIVE EXERCISE: 3-2-1 End Of Lesson (10 Mins)
● Three things they feel they have learnt from the lesson and tasks
● Two things they found most interesting and would like to explore more
● One – their opinion they have about the lesson and tasks

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

Extension / Reduction Activities:
Reduction: For a shorter class, go straight to the beach and use the walk to refresh learners'
knowledge about ocean plastic pollution by asking them review questions about
previous lessons.
Extension: For a longer class, spend longer on the beach clean or return to class and show
learners the extra videos in the multimedia box.
Research local beachcombers, Tidy Towns or Sick of Plastic campaigns and see what
interesting items they have found on their local beaches or a beach near you - link to
SDG 4 supporting skills, Problem to Pitch - Marine Plastic waste module or Media
communication module for skills based learning options

MULTI-MEDIA BOX: (materials, online video links, extra resources, case studies etc.)

●

Video for introduction (5 mins) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLgh9h2ePYw

●

Mockumentary on plastic bag life cycle (5 mins)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLgh9h2ePYw

●

Litterati App building the most powerful crowd-sourced set of data on litter ever
assembled https://www.litterati.org

Extension lesson media
●

Ducks Overboard (3 mins) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjxLIMF2Fq0

●

The epic journey of the plastic ducks (3 mins)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AvchlWftt80&feature=youtu.be

LOCAL EXPERTISE/ TRIP SUGGESTIONS
●
●
●

S Kerry
Sound Bounce – up-cycled musical instruments incl. drums using fishing net, sails and bicycle tyres
National Beach litter investigation indoors - plan a virtual session with SDG 14 module developer
Lucy Hunt, Sea Synergy

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson
Lesson Title & Summary: Ocean
Communication
In this lesson students will learn to understand
how our actions can influence ccean health and
cause pollution. Using mindful observation,
evaluation and solution based thinking students
can imagine what we can do to stop ocean
pollution in the ocean.

Science,
Geography
Global Citizenship

In this lesson the learner, will:
●

increase ocean literacy and understanding of
SDG 14

Lesson 7 Ocean
Communication

●

on nature and the ocean
●

Focus: SDG 14
Life Below Water

increase understanding of humans influence
develop inquiry based learning and
investigative skills increased

●

develop independent thinking

●

students will practice independent & group
work

●

develop mindful reflection skills

Materials:
• Pens & colouring pens
• A4 Paper
• Post-it notes
• Internet access

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

Activity 1 - Writing Task (40 mins)

1) Ask learners to remember some of the items that they found in the beach clean. List them on the
board.
2) Divide students into pairs and ask them to select one item from the list.
3) Discuss the life story of that item- where did it start from? How did it end up in the ocean? How could
it have been intercepted before becoming ocean pollution?
4) Put a 20 minute timer on and ask learners to write a story about their item, using the ideas they
discussed in Step 3.
5) After the time has ended, ask volunteers to share their stories. Collect all stories for written feedback.

Activity 2 – Videos (10 mins)

1) Remind learners that the litter they collected on the beach clean or explored through the alternative
indoor lesson is only a tiny part of a very big problem. Recycling is not the answer; we need to reduce
the amount of plastic we use in order to stop the ocean plastic pollution problem from getting worse.

6) Show learners the video: The Great Pacific Garbage Patch Is Not What You Think It Is | The Swim
(see media box).
7) Ask each learner to give one word to describe what they saw in the video.

REFLECTIVE EXERCISE: 3-2-1 End Of Lesson (10 Mins)
● Three things they feel they have learnt from the lessons and tasks
● Two things they found most interesting and would like to explore more
● One – their opinion they have about the lesson and tasks

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

Extension / Reduction Activities:
Reduction: For a shorter class, reduce the writing task time in Activity 1.
Extension: For a longer class, ask learners to reflect on the video they watched in Activity 2,
using the following prompts:
- What were the main ideas in the video?
- What message was the video trying to communicate?
- Who do you think the video is aimed at? Who is the audience?
- Was the video impactful? Why/why not?

MULTI-MEDIA BOX: (materials, online video links, extra resources, case studies etc.)
Video: Plastic
https://youtu.be/77xQiiG-Cq4
Video : The Great Pacific Garbage Patch Is Not What You Think It Is | The Swim
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Yp1KKWpPpU

LOCAL EXPERTISE/ TRIP SUGGESTIONS
S.Kerry - Invite Rosemary Hill, a local woman who regularly conducts beach cleans, into the class to
give a talk about ocean plastic pollution from her perspective, and what she thinks are the biggest
actions that local people can take to keep the shores and waters clean and healthy.
National Option: Contact local campaining groups or Tidy Towns to discuss the issues
Contact SDG 14 developer Lucy Hunt, Sea Synergy to book a virtual lesson

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson
Lesson Title & Summary: Nature Observation
In this lesson, students are encouraged to
understand the importance of the ocean and
nature and how it inspires us and can give solutions to
serious problems. Students will use skills from previous
lessons to develop ideas based on what they have
learnt in class and nature-inspiration items. Students
knowledge of the influence of the ocean and nature on
humans and creativity will be increased.

Vocabulary: Biomimicry; Eco-design; Form;
Structure

Science,
Mindfulness

In this lesson the learner, will:
●

introduction to mindfulness and how to use
mindfulness

Lesson 8

●

increase their understanding of nature's
influence on humans and interconnectedness

Focus: SDG 14
Life Below Water

●

develop solution-focused skills

●

develop creative skills through ideation

●

develop observation skills through outdoor
observation of water / land interface

●

develop inquiry-based thinking skills

●

develop critical-thinking skills

●

develop collaboration skills

Materials:
●

Pens, colouring pens & paper

●

A4 paper

●

Post-it notes

●

Internet access & sound

●

Outdoor weather clothing

●

Bio-mimicry video

●

Bio-mimicry presentation

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

Activity 1 - Mindfulness and Intro to Bio-mimicry (20 Mins)
1) Lead learners through a 10-minute mindfulness exercise (10mins)
2) Introduce learners to the concept of bio-mimicry using slide 1 and 2 from point presentation.
3) Watch Science Copies Nature's Secrets – Bio-mimicry video to further embed the concept

Activity 2 - Pairs Task Outdoors (30 Mins)
1) Go to local area in nature e.g. garden, shoreline, woodland AND/OR bring in some items
from nature that students can observe in class.
2) In pairs, mindfully observe one of the animal examples (see media box); study its form, features and
how it moves, what can we learn from it (5-10mins - at least 1 min silent observation to begin with).
3) Use the bio-mimicry worksheet to write down these features after observing (Slide 6 of
the presentation). Draw or list its super powers.
4) In small groups, learners can share their observations of each creature
5) Discuss as a whole class and list an similarities between observations on the board.

REFLECTIVE EXERCISE: 3-2-1 End Of Lesson (10 Mins)
● Three things they feel they have learnt from the lessons and tasks
● Two things they found most interesting and would like to explore more
● One – their opinion they have about the lesson and tasks

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

Extension / Reduction Activities:
Reduction: for a shorter class, reduce the mindfulness exercise in Activity 1 to 2 minutes.
Reduce Activity 2 durationi
Extension: for a longer class, spend more time outdoors in Activity 2 or close the class with one
of the shorter videos to review the concepts.
The two Biomimicry videos could also be used as a flipped classroom with the next class started
with a discussion. This will remind students of the concept of Bio-mimicry before the ideation
session

MULTI-MEDIA BOX: (materials, online video links, extra resources, case studies etc .)
Activity 1

Nature, Design, Biomimicry - Powerpoint presentation

Bio-mimicry, Definitions and examples (4m 19s)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHb_XNgIHFY
Science Copies Nature's Secrets - Bio-mimicry (9 min 22) https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2d1VrCvdzbY
16 x 9 Bio-mimicry (5min 51s) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdFfGvLwAhg
Activity 2 Animal superpowers - mindful observation video source
Shrimp swimming https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tOh33BmiT0I
Starfish tube feet https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvTH3Q4OLdQ
Feather stars https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyketlthVWg

LOCAL EXPERTISE/ TRIP SUGGESTIONS
●
●
●

Visit to Sea Synergy, Lucy Hunt
Marine Creature Feature - Live bio-mimicry class
National Option: Visit local marine awareness centre / aquarium or local beach with marine
biologist or book a virtual visit with SDG 14 module developer marine biologist Lucy Hunt, Sea
Synergy, Waterville, Kerry

Nature, Design, Biomimicry

Evaluate the Biomimicry videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHb_XNgIHFY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2d1VrCvdzbY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdFfGvLwAhg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdFfGvLwAhg

Tentacles
Mouth

All around us we see interconnectedness as learnt last week, we also see some of the
best designs from nature around us
Life has been here for 3.8 billion years, life knows how things work, they know how to
create a sustainable world, engineers, technologists – best ideas might not be ours
they could already be invented and most likely are in nature.
Biomimicry – what in the natural world is already tackling the problem or issue I’m
trying to solve
No better models that have preceded us for billlions of years

1

Bio = Life
Mimicry = Imitate
Imitate Life many designs look to nature for inspiration and biomimicry could and are
solving some of the biggest problems in the world
If we just look at a leaf we see one of the best irrigation/watering systems and energy
converters on Earth

2

Mindful biomimicry video

3

Mindful Observation

4

Class 2 mindful moment, explanation, show video during design time

5

Sea Anemone

6

Prawn

7

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson
Lesson Title & Summary: Ocean Inspires
In this lesson, students are encouraged to
understand the importance of the ocean and nature
and how it inspires and can have solutions to serious
problems. Students will use skills from previous
lessons to develop ideas based on what they have
learnt in class and the nature-inspiration items they
are given. Students knowledge of the influence of the
ocean and nature on humans and creativity will be
increased

Science, Biology
Eco-Design
Mindfulness

In this lesson the learner, will:
●

increase their ocean literacy skills

●

increase their understanding of nature's influence
on humans and interconnectedness

Lesson 9
Focus: SDG 14
Life Below Water

●

develop solution-focused skills

●

develop creative skills through ideation

●

develop observation skills through outdoor
observation of water/land interface

●

develop inquiry-based thinking skills

●

develop critical-thinking skills

●

develop collaboration skills

Materials:
●

Pens, colouring pens & paper

●

A4 paper

●

Post it notes

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

Activity Design Challenge (50 Mins)
Students will undertake a Biomimetic (mimicking biology) design challenge
1. Explain the task to the students linking to the work in the previous class through the discussion from the
flipped classroom
2. Begin the class with a mindful moment - 2 minutes with eyes closed, concentrating on the breath - use
the mindful activity from lesson 8
3. Learners will build on the superpowers exercise from the last class (Nature Observation).
Students can continue to work with the superpowers worksheet from the previous class and
google the animals and the super powers for more information about how they use these superpowers
to survive e.g. get food, their skin e.g. protection and their environment e.g. deep water, water and
Land.
4. Ask three or four learners to give one of their chosen animals superpowers.
5. Write these up on the board
6. Working In pairs, ask learners to create a solution for one of the following themes that could be
designed with these superpowers. At this stage encourage them to be imaginative and not confined to
Reality.
●
●
●

Housing solution
Clothing solution
Transport solution

Reflective Exercise: 3-2-1 End Of Lesson (10 Mins)
● Three things they feel they have learnt from the lesson and tasks
● Two things they found most interesting and would like to explore more
● One – their opinion they have about the lesson and tasks
Extension / Reduction Activities:
Reduction: For a shorter class, start the activity at step 4 using the flipped classroom exercise to
replace steps 1 - 4
Extension: For a longer class, select one of the designs ideas and ask learners to develop
the idea in more detail.
Introduce students to Tinkercad to explore 3D designs - see media box

SDG 14 Ocean Literacy Lesson

MULTI-MEDIA BOX: (materials, online video links, extra resources, case studies etc .)
Marine Animal Superpowers
Shrimp swimming https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tOh33BmiT0I
Starfish tube feet https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvTH3Q4OLdQ
Feather stars https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyketlthVWg
Box Fish and the Mercedes Benz Bionic car https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5tFqlhATUZs&feature=youtu.be
Shark skin https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHGTZmKWEnU&feature=youtu.be
Tinkercad Biomimicry https://www.tinkercad.com/lessonplans/biomimicry-and-usingnature-as-a-design-partner
Biomimicry resources
The Biomimicry Institute https://biomimicry.org/what-is-biomimicry/
Biomimicry Analytics https://www.biomimicryanalytics.org

LOCAL EXPERTISE/ TRIP SUGGESTIONS

Research local architects to discuss biomimicry

Activity 1 Webquest (2 mins)
1.

omp ete the

1

e

est

Activity 2 Create your Ocean Pledge (25 mins)
1. n comp etion of the e
est an o r p e ge to e an cean
ar ian or in gro ps to
e e op a gro p p e ge for the cean. Use A3 paper to rite, ra and ecorate your pledge
or o it digitally using Canva - see media box
Activity 3 Game options (1 mins)
Dumb Ways to Kill the Ocean game
How you can help reduce global warming

Reflective Exercise: 3-2-1 End Of Lesson (5 Mins)

●

●

●

hree things the fee the ha e earnt from the e ercise
o things the fo n most interesting an
ne

o

i e to e p ore more

their opinion the ha e a o t the esson / e ercises

Extension / Reduction Activities:
e ction: for a shorter c ass un erta e acti it 1 an
a re ie of the mo e

separate

an en the esson

ith

tension: or a onger c ass there are a n m er of options;
a the
an cean
i

1 game gro p sing se pict re car s from esson .1
ar ian
mins
estions from esson 1 1 mins if the

i

hat

o

o

o as

as not repeate in pre io s essons

MULTIMEDIA BOX: (materials, online video links, extra resources, case studies etc.)
Activity 1
●

●

●

Video: Poseidon and man on the beach (1 Min)
https:// imeo.com/
Video: Ocean Champions/Guardians - Melati Bali ban the bag TED x talks (11 Mins)
https://

.te .com/ta s/

me ati an

isa e

i sen o r campaign to

an p astic

ags in

ai

ang age en

Pledge sign-up: https://www.cleanseas.org/pledge
Activity 2
●

Dumb Ways to Kill the Ocean game https://gamingfortheoceans.org/

●

How can you reduce Global Warming https://mission1point5.org/

Additional Media:
●

●

●

Why Pollution is Personal https://

. o t

e.com/ atch

i t

g

An ocean Free of Plastic: 4 different projects on how to tackle plastic pollution
https://
. o t e.com/ atch
i
f1 g
Video: Greta Thunberg tells UN time is running out on climate change (4mins)
https://
.face oo .com/ atch/
1 t

LOCAL EXPERTISE/ TRIP SUGGESTIONS
.face oo .com/ err eachcom ing
Contact to help regular on beach cleans https://
Sound o nce https://
.face oo .com/ o n o nce nsta ations/
et in o e in reen choo s https://greenschoo sire an .org/themes/g o a citi enship marine
en ironment/
Start a Clean Coast group or join your local Tidy Towns or other active beach cleaning campaigns

LESSON 10 WEB QUEST
Dear two-leggeds you are most welcome
to your Webquest.
Be sure to follow these instructions step by step they
will lead you to be an Ocean Guardian. Here starting
your quest is just the beginning and will set you on
your way for a better place to live and cleaner planet
for all Earth’s creatures including you dear one.
Are YOU ready for the challenge?
First let’s see how much you remember from the past 5 lessons. Answer these questions before
moving on to the next section.
1. What does SDG stand for?______________________________________________
2. What is SDG 14 about? ________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. What are the 3 most important things the ocean provides for humans?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________
Check out famous tennis player Serena Williams’ message for you here and watch the full video
for a recap on the SDG’s: https://vimeo.com/137728737
4. What do you think your super power could be in helping the planet? You know you have
one;)__________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
5. Do you know who Poseidon is? Watch this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=1ZvoiEtO3Go Explain who Poseidon is and why he is angry:
______________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

LESSON 10 WEB QUEST
6. Check out what these young (10 &12 year-old) sisters are doing in Bali,
Indonesia to help protect the planet.
https://www.ted.com/talks/melati_and_isabel_wijsen_our_campaign_to_ban_plastic_bags_in_b
ali?language=en
What is the name of their campaign? __________________________________________
What is their Lesson number 1? ______________________________________________
Lesson number 2? _________________________________________________________
Lesson number 3? _________________________________________________________
Lesson number 4?__________________________________________________________
Would you believe in just 5 years these girls have succeeded!
On December 24th 2018, history was made with the announcement that single-use plastic will
finally be banned in Bali in 2019, that means no more plastic bags, straws or styrofoam will be
used in Bali anymore!
7. What is a pledge?
A pledge is a serious promise or vow. Can you dear one make a serious promise for our
planet? Check out how easy it is to take a pledge and start to become an Ocean Guardian here
https://www.cleanseas.org/pledge
8. Read the facts on this website and scroll to the bottom of the page to play Dumb Ways to Kill
the Ocean game:
https://gamingfortheoceans.org/
Commit and Take a pledge to get to the next level.
You are on your way to being an Ocean Guardian. Just remember to rethink, refuse, reduce,
reuse and recycle once you start doing this you can too be an Ocean Guardian and look after
the blue heart of our planet.

